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1.  IG / FB Story Offers

2.  Offers To Make On Social Media Posts

3.  More DM Scripts To Turn Conversations into Sales &  
 Clients

One of the major keys to your social media success is consistency, so to 
get you going we have a recommended game plan for posting content 
and offers to build your momentum. 

NOTE: As mentioned in the DM sales scripts document, the scripts here 
are the same scripts we use to make huge profits and create long term 
successful relationships with our clients. Use them as they are, or adapt 
them to suit the language of your avatar. 

1.  Post 5X per week helpful content on socials.

2.  Post 1X Hard offer per week on socials.

3.  Post 1X Lead Gen Post per week on socials.

This golden document of epicness 
includes the following…

YOUR ACTION STEPS:



1. Results in advance: Give them something valuable, then say “Hey, if you found 
this short video helpful, imagine what spending a a full day with me would be 
like, or having me as a coach, send me a DM with the word [X] if you’re ready to 
take your results to the next level.”

2. Price too high: “Hey I understand a lot of you guys want to get coached by me 
so you can do XYZ but you can’t afford to have me as a coach cause I charge 
X, that’s why I’m doing an special event where I’m taking on X amount of people 
at only X price for a limited time only. If that sounds like something you would 
benefit from, send me a DM with the word [X] & I’ll send you the next steps so we 
can get you started…”

3. Success loves speed: “Hey… right now you have motivation to solve a problem. 
Tomorrow if you don’t take action, your motivation is going to be even lower and 
your problem is going to be even higher. Success loves speed so send me a DM 
with the word [X] if you want my guidance to smash through your barriers and 
[INSERT RESULT].” 

4. People who pay, pay attention: “Hey… If you have been getting value from the 
content on my stories or on my channels, but you still haven’t got (Result) yet… 
it’s because you are NOT invested and there’s no skin in the game. People who 
pay, pay attention… so if you are ready to take control of X send me a DM with 
the word [X] and I’ll send you the next steps.” 

5. Hidden Profit Centres: “In your body you have hidden metabolic centers that 
you can take advantage that’s gonna help you XYZ. If you want help with that, 
DM me [X] and I’ll send you the next steps.”

6. Overcoming Imposter Syndrome: “You have raised 2 kids. (or insert 
achievement that is common to your avatar) That is so much harder than 
losing weight. You can (insert your clients problem), you CAN do this, if you want 
my help DM me [X] and I’ll send you the next steps.”

7. Misalignment: “You say you want to achieve X goal in life, but you are doing XYZ. 
Your actions are goal are misaligned and that’s going to continue to cause a lot 
of problems until you align that. I’ll show you exactly how to do XYZ so you can 
get (RESULT) so send me a DM with the word [X] and I’ll send you the next steps.”

8. Add video testimonials of people talking about how awesome you are and the 
results you achieved and put them in your stories. You can also use pictures of 
transformations and messages as well. 
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Story Offers: FB & IG 



9. Motivational (monday/sunday morning): “This is going to be an amazing week 
for you, you’re going to kill it. If you want help with (RESULT) send me a DM or 
swipe up.”

10. Deadline (time is running out/price is going up/scarcity): “This is the night of 
the super bowl, I’m raising the price of my course so swipe up to get it now!”
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1: Handful Offer:
“I’m looking for a handful of people who want to (BIG RESULT) in the next X days. 
Sounds crazy, I know that’s why I’m only looking for people who are… 
(Qualify)

If that’s you, comment below/DM me ect.”

2: Case Study Offer: 
“I’m looking for a couple of people who want to be my next case study. I bring you 
from (where you are right now) to (where you want to be) in the next 90 days.

But you need to (Qualify them)

If I choose you, you must be willing to post a testimonial or case study.

Comment below if you’re ready to start.”

3: Feeling Generous Offer:
“My clients are winning and I’m feeling generous...for the next X people I’m offering 
X% off my [offer]!

Want it? Comment below/DM me ect”

4: Strategy Session Offer 
Post this on social media or send it as an email to get the right people raise their hand and show 
interest in your program/service.

“What if I got personally on the phone with you and helped you outline the most 
effective way to (ACHIEVE BIG RESULT)...for FREE? 
And gave you the advice, strategy, and the resources to make it happen so that you 
can (DESIRED OUTCOME) and make the rest of (this/next year) the best ever for you. 
From a perspective of someone who (INSERT CREDIBILITY) 
So you know that this information and strategy is 100% legit. 
And then at the end, I gave you an exclusive offer to work with me on your brand new 
strategy we just crafted together… 
But you had no obligation to say yes, and either way, you’ll walk away with tons of 
value and an actual plan for (desire). 
Would you say yes?
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Hard Offers (Social Media)



5: Peak Interest Offer:
“I’m just defining a new pricing for my offer, If I would get you (DESIRE ex: your goal 
weight and never have to diet again) what do you think would be a reasonable 
price?”

Evoke curiosity so people know you have something that gets them a desired 
result. Everyone who responds, send them a DM and convert to sale. 

6: Price too high
“Hey I understand a lot of you guys want to get coached by me so you can get 
[RESULT] but you can’t afford to have me as a coach cause I charge X, that’s why 
I’m doing a special right now where I’m taking on X amount of people at X% off for 
a limited time only. If that sounds like a good idea send me a DM saying “yes tell 
me more”

7: Long-Form Offer 
“Post this on social media or send it as an email to get the right people to raise their hand and 
show interest in your program/service. 

Then send a private message to everyone who commented and get them on the phone so that 
you can close them (if they’re a good fit). 

I’m looking for 5 (Ideal Clients) who wants to (Outcome) in the next (time period. 
     Do you (pain point question)? 
     Would you like to (desire question)? 
If so, keep reading! 

A few weeks ago I opened a few spots to my coaching program and I have one goal 
in mind and that’s to get you results FAST! 
     One of my clients (result) 
     Another client (result) 
     And I did it myself. I was able to (my result) 

======================= HERE’S THE DEAL ======================= 
If you ended up to be one of the 3 serious people I want to work with, you’ll get/I’ll do 
(what are you going to do for them?) 
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✅ Comment “(relevant word)” below if so! 
PS: This is NOT for everyone. You need to (requirements) 
PPS: My time is limited, so this opportunity is just for a first few people.”



    (Benefit #1) 
    (Benefit #2) 
    (Benefit #3) 
    (Benefit #4) 
    (Benefit #5) 
And a lot more... 
If you become one of these 5 people you can STOP worrying about (frustration/fear) 
You’ll walk away after (time period) with everything you need to (want) 
================ UNFORTUNATELY, I CAN’T HELP EVERYONE ================ 
I will not accept you into my coaching program unless I’m absolutely certain that 
you’re a good fit and you will get the results. 
So I’m pretty selective about who I work with. 

Here’re my requirements: 
- (Requirement #1) 
- (Requirement #2) 
- (Requirement #3) 

================== If That’s YOU - Here’s What to Do Next...==============
Comment “(relevant word)” below or send me a private message here on Facebook 
and we’ll take it from there. 
Last time I opened my coaching program all spots were filled really quickly so if you’re 
interested I highly recommend to take action NOW. 
Let me help you crush (current/next year) 
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8: The Re-Launch Method

Week 1 & 2
-Provide value consistently (Content, live videos ect)
-Create anticipation talking about upcoming launch (Ex: Doing X% off for my 
programs)

Week 3 & 4
-Launch a special offer at beginning of week 3
-Promote your offer every day while still giving value
-Get everyone interested on the offer
-Provide legitimate scarcity 
-Close your offer at the end of week 4



9- Showcase Testimonials
Have pictures of your transformations and highlight your clients success using 
your program. These work great to show social proof that your shit works. Have a 
CTA to DM you or comment ect. 

10: Super Signature

Turn any post into an offer post with a subtle CTA at end.

EX: Write your story of how you went from zero to hero in life… 

At end of post:

P.S when you’re ready to XYZ there are a few ways you can get there.

1: Make sure to download my
2: Join my FB Group
3: If you want to skip the line and want results right away (book a call with me now 
- add booking link)
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IG DM Script #1

Start This DM Script Once Someone DM’S You With A Specific Trigger Word You 
Mention In Your Story (Ex: “calorie”)

Message 1: Get Desired Situation

“Thanks for reaching out! What are your goals over the next 90 days?”

[WAIT FOR REPLY]

Message 2: Get Current Situation

Awesome, what’s stopping you from getting there right now?

[WAIT FOR REPLY]

Message 3: Re-enforce roadblock

Got it. Yeah [INSERT THEIR ROADBLOCK] can make or break your success. If you can’t 
fix that, it’s gonna be be impossible to reach [INSERT THEIR GOALS]

Message 4: CTA to Video/Call 

Good news is it’s actually pretty simple to fix [INSERT THEIR PROBLEM] & I think I can 
easily help you achieve [INSERT THEIR GOAL]

Would you like to jump on a quick chat to discuss this further? 

[If They Ghost You After You Send Payment Link or Call Booking Link, Send 
Following Re-Engagement Messages]

Follow-up #1:
Hey NAME, were you able to register?

Follow-up #2:
Everything okay? Never heard back from you.



Follow #3:
????

Follow #4:
Is [INSERT THEIR GOAL] still a priority for you or have you lost interest? 
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